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Abstract: The author presents a lot of six divisionary Wallachian coins issued 

under Mircea the Elder (1386-1418) from the Maria and Dr. George Severeanu 
Collection. After organizing the numismatic material according to the marks on the 
obverse, five groups resulted, adding novel information for a better understanding of 
the coins issued by Mircea the Elder. Thus, this lot of divisionary coins from the Maria 
and Dr. George Severeanu Collection has a significant contribution to our insight into 
this monetary species otherwise insufficiently treated in the literature. The catalogue 
and the illustration complete the article. 

Rezumat: 
c  (1386-1418), din cadrul 

numismatic au rezultat cinci grupe de 

are un aport semnificativ 
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Mircea the Elder’s divisionary coin, the ban, has a special place within the 

ruler’s mint, having been found in monetary discoveries and also mentioned in the 
commercial treaties of his time. Thus, the commercial privilege offered by Mircea the 

ban, the name under which the 
silver denarius of the Bans of Slavonia had circulated in Transylvania and Wallachia. 
The text indicates that two silver denominations were issued during Mircea’s reign: the 
ducat and its divisionary coin, the ban, the equivalent of a Hungarian obol . As to the 
origin of the term ban, the numismatic literature proposed two hypotheses. The first 
associates its origin with the coins of the Bans of Severin, from where the term would 
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have spread to the other Romanian territories . The second one ascribes its origin to the 
issues of the Banat of Slavonia . 

Within the Maria and Dr. George Severeanu Collection, comprising a valuable 
lot of medieval Wallachian coins, six such issues from the reign of Mircea the Elder are 
kept. The heraldic representations on the bani issued by Mircea display an inclined 
halved shield with a Wallachian eagle on top. The reverse displays a cross with arms of 
equal length and with various marks in the quarters. On the coins we studied, various 
marks are noticeable both in front and behind the eagle. After organizing the material 
based on the marks on the obverse, five groups resulted: 

 
- Group I: The mint mark A in front of the eagle and a cross made from four 

globules behind it, on the obverse – the mint mark M in one of the cross’ quarters and 
a ten-ray star  

- Group II: The mint mark C in front of the eagle on the obverse - six-ray stars 
in the cross’ quarters on the reverse (no.  

- Group III: A five-ray star in the shield’s first quarter and three dots in front 
of the eagle on the obverse – three dots in the cross’ quarters on the reverse (no.  

- Group IV: Three dots in front of the eagle on the obverse - three dots in the 
cross’ quarters on the reverse (no.  

- Group V: No mint mark on the obverse – flower with three petals in the cross’ 
quarters on the reverse (nos. 5-  

 
Within the best known medieval Romanian coin catalogue, , the 

presentation of the coins issued under Mircea the Elder is incomplete as it only mentions 
one variant, the one with the mint mark A the existence of several 
coins published 5 in their work. 

Analyses on their metal composition had a significant contribution to the 
classification of coins attributed to Mircea the Elder. Based on the analysis of some of 

stage of his reign, alongside the effigy-type ducats . This theory is also supported by 
Ernest Oberländer-Târnoveanu who proposes reducing the time span of their issuing to 

moment they would have been hidden . Discussions on Mircea the Elder’s divisionary 
coins have resumed in recent years in an attempt to offer a better systematization of this 
monetary species .  

The shield’s position on the ban’s obverse, depicted inclined as on the reformed 
ducats with the effigy on the obverse and the shield on the reverse, supports the 
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hypothesis that the divisionary issues chronologically correspond with the period in 
which the fore mentioned type was struck. 

The specimens within the Maria and Dr. George Severeanu Collection are in a 
very good preservation state compared to the ducats from the first part of Mircea’
and the remarks regarding the high percentage of precious metal in the alloy of such 
coins also apply to the coins within the Collection. 

One coin clearly stands-out among the six ones we’ve studied, belonging to the 
first group and distinguished by a very good preservation state and the presence of 
issuing marks both on the obverse and the reverse. It was published by Octavian Iliescu 

 where it was 
presented in detail and with illustration but without any comments. Considering that all 
these elements (the marks on the obverse and 
the presence of the mark M, which could represent the Prince’s abbreviated name, 
obviously differentiate the coin in question from the rest of Mircea’s coinage, we placed 
this group at the beginning. 

Another coin with issuing marks on both sides corresponds to Group II and is 
characterized by the presence of the mark C in front of the eagle on the obverse. On its 
reverse a six-ray star appears in the cross’ quarters. The mark C also appears on another 
series of divisionary coins dating to the Prince’s associate reign with the so-called 
Petrus, Petrusian or . However, this type has a different die model, with a 
cross on top of a shield flanked with the mark P on the left and C on the right . The use 
of C on these issues from the associate reign would determine us to chronologically 
place our specimen in a period relatively close to the issuing of the P-C type coins. 

The coin belonging to Group III, with a five-ray star in the shield’s first quarter, 
three dots in front of the eagle on the obverse and three dots in the cross’ quarters on the 
reverse, could chronologically correspond to the ducats with the effigy on the obverse 
and the shield on the reverse, from the group differentiated by the marks on the shield 
on the reverse, which has four stripes in the first quarter and a five-ray star in the second 
quarter . 

In the case of the following two groups of Mircea the Elder’s bani, besides the 
lack of marks, we also notice a simplification of the issuing marks, making it impossible 
at this stage of the research to specify to which of Mircea’s ducat groups it corresponds.  

The coin lot within the Maria and Dr. George Severeanu Collection offers us 
the possibility of introducing new divisionary issues of Mircea the Elder into the 
scientific circuit, facilitating a more precise systematization of this denomination in 
future studies. 
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Catalogue 
 

Wallachia 
Mircea the Elder (1386-1418) 

 
Ban 
Anepigraphic type 

only with mint mark A  
 
Obv. Inclined halved shield with a Wallachian eagle on top. Various mint marks 

in front and behind the eagle. 
Rv. Cross with arms of equal length and with various marks in the quarters. 

 
Group I: The mint mark A in front of the eagle and a cross made from four 

globules behind it, on the obverse – The mint mark M in one of the cross’ quarters and 
a ten-ray star in each of the remaining three quarters. 

 
 no.  

 
Group II. The mint mark C in front of the eagle on the obverse - Six-ray stars 

in the cross’ quarters on the reverse. 
 

inv. no.  
 

Group III. A five-ray star in the shield’s first quarter and three dots in front of 
the eagle on the obverse – Three dots in the cross’ quarters on the reverse. 
 

inv. no.  
 
Group IV. Three dots in front of the eagle on the obverse - three dots in the 

cross’ quarters on the reverse. 
 

inv. no.  
 

Group V. No mint mark on the obverse – flower with three petals in the cross’ 
quarters on the reverse. 

 
clipped inv. no.  
clipped inv. no.  
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